This package contains four documents and each of them pertains to the National Continuations Committee (NCC) and the Communist Leage (CL). The BWC has been attempting to join with the NCC in order to call a Congress in order to establish the Party of a New Type. We have attempted to pursue this road because we hold that the most urgent tasks facing all Marxist-Leninists and advanced workers in our unification into the centralized party on the basis of a correct political line. It has been our view that the general form and content of NCC was a correct way to go about preparing for a Congress — we still hold to this general format being correct. We will not repeat all those arguments here. At the same time we are extremely far practically minded revolutionaries and our outlook is the outlook of Dialectical and Historical Materialism. It is with this weapon that we approach all questions.

A few weeks ago we concluded that it was quite possible to establish the Party by September. The BWC Secretariat made this analysis before it had completed all aspects of the investigation of the internal balance of forces on the NCC and a analysis of the line of such organization, and especially the most dominant trend or organization. This is exactly the criticism which was made by comrades in each area at the last meeting. This has been an error but unfortunately one that has been caught in time — that is, before it because "official" policy.

Because of our responsibility to provide the organization with all that it needs to make a class conscious decision, we have prepared these reports on various aspects of CL's line, as well as a beginning history of the NCC and CL's role within it. None of this work represents the final product, so to speak.

**How Should This Material Be Studied?**

First of all, it is necessary to study the Report on the NCC first and to proceed on the Metaphysics of the Dialectical Development of the CL to the National question and the Dictatorship of the Proletariat. There is one other aspect on the line of CL which is incomplete: their analysis of the international situation. This report is the most important of all and has required a good deal of research and documentation in order that all the comrades can study it adequately. This document will be forthcoming in several days. In the meantime, all comrades are encouraged to study the last two issues of the People's Tribune, keying in on the Report on the International Situation and Class Struggle in the USSR. Both of these articles attack the line of both the CPC and the FIA concerning Revisionism and the Restoration of Capitalism in the Soviet Union, as well as the line to be pursued in opposing U.S. Imperialism and Soviet Social-Imperialism.
For those comrades who are working in areas where the People's Tribune and other materials are not available, the Secretariat will get adequate numbers to them. In other areas, comrades should get the necessary copies and Xerox the particular articles for study. The BNC Secretariat under the guidance of the National Central Committee will be unfolding particular study and struggle around each of the topics analyzed in these initial reports. All members of the National Central Committee should make every effort to study each document as thoroughly as time will permit. At the same time, these documents are being shared with our fraternal comrades in PRRWO and A.T.L. in order to gather the widest and deepest criticism possible. (A.T.L. is the initials for the August 23rd Movement which is headquartered in L.A. It is for the most part primarily made up of Chicanoos in the Southwest and was formed as a national Marxist-Leninist organization about one month ago. Their line is primarily the same as ours and they hold that it with us and PRRWO that it makes the most sense to try and build unity with at this time. They too have joined the NCC, but see report on the NCC. We will give fuller report on the line of A.T.L. at later time as they document it in print.)

All comrades should treat these documents as an internal question. The discussion and struggle around the issues raised in these documents should not be taken outside of the organization at this time. This is a matter for the National Central Committee as a body to decide upon and until that question is settled these matters should be treated strictly as an internal question. All units should await specific instructions from the Secretariat on how to unfold struggle generally within the National Continuations Committees and the Communist Movement as a whole before proceeding in an individualist manner. Comrades must act in a disciplined manner and not go off following their own "little red wagon".

And finally, most of the documents are written in a style which addresses them to the Communist Movement as a whole — this is done because the Secretariat anticipates that it will definitely be necessary to unfold this struggle "publicly" so to speak after the proper "stops" have been taken — these steps are raising these questions with the proper parties within the National Continuations Committee and Communist League. This work is well under way.

Close ranks comrades and march resolutely towards the party!

Long live Marxist-Leninism-Mao Tse Tung thought!

Build a genuine multi-national Communist Party!

BNC Secretariat